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REACH OUT AND TOUCH… THE SOURCE OF ALL LIFE?
New Experiential Cinema Genre Allows Viewers to Experience the Divine

The age-old debate of what exists outside of life on Earth is no longer a debate,
according to Caroline Cory, producer/director and founder of OMnium
Entertainment. Her new film entitled "I Am the Universe, I Am Love" is a 3D
animation, all Computer Graphics in full HD short based on the exploration of the
unknown worlds of the cosmos and the connection between Earth and the Divine.
The film is the first in what Cory calls the new Experiential CinemaTM genre because
it involves the entire brain in the absorption of energetic data in the form of
images (see technical details at www.omniummedia.com). The impact of these
images creates an immediate sense of relaxation and expansion while exploring
the universe, thus producing a feeling of spiritual connection to the worlds beyond.
"This film is the most stunning 'story' of all of universal life and what it entails.
Unbelievable and totally unique” said one viewer from California. Another stated:
“Pure, multidimensional experience and a divine journey of remembering who
we really are, way beyond words. Life changer!"
The mission behind this new genre is to create a style of immersive entertainment
that triggers a natural inner response of becoming more spiritually awakened and
connected. "My intent with this film” Cory says, “is that viewers will enjoy this new
trend and format of cinema viewing and that we may, through entertainment,
encourage the emergence of a society that is more altruistic, loving and spiritually
evolved.”
***
If you'd like more information on OMnium Entertainment or to schedule
an interview with Caroline Cory, please contact her at 561.536.6446 or
omniummedia11@gmal.com

SYNOPSIS

"I Am The Universe, I Am Love" is a 3D all-CG HD short film on the multi-layered
maps of the universe and consciousness. The viewer is taken on a journey through
stunning visuals and breathtaking sounds of the cosmos and experiences the link
between Earth and the rest of the universe. The film is a first in the “Experiential
Cinema” genre, which allows the audience to become immersed in the images and
sounds, bypassing the analytical and linear mind. This process results in feelings of
unconditional love and oneness with the Divine, profound healing experiences,
spiritual awareness and consciousness expansion.

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE FILM

"Saw it for the second time today. It is absolutely stunning, exciting, exhilarating,
beyond words. Cells are thrilled and partying. Shivers and goose bumps all over.
Pure recognition and so much more… I was bathing in a shower of pure
consciousness where everything comes stunningly together in huge love and truth."
"AMAZING...! WOW! So beautiful, so powerful, so...... whatever..."
"This film is the most stunning 'story' of all of universal life and what it entails, also
on earth. Unbelievable and totally unique and pure. This is a multidimensional
experience and a divine journey of remembering who we really are - way beyond
words. Life changer!"
"It is time to EXPERIENCE the extraordinary ‘story’ of Earth and human creation - in
a way you have never known or seen before. This film is not to be missed!!"
"This amazing film gives a unique insight in the beauty of creation and its origin."
"This movie is revolutionary, delivering powerful, spectacular visuals of
extraordinary insight together with high vibrational sound and information, creating
a stunning, multi-layered, on-going experience. Just Love it!"
"When watching this movie, I felt I was remembering something that was deeply
buried within me. I was deeply moved as I felt that I was reconnecting with a part
of me that I had completely forgotten... It was a very profound experience of
remembering and reconnecting with my true origin."

CAROLINE CORY BIO

Caroline Cory is a futurist, visionary, international speaker and author. As a child
and throughout her life, Caroline has been inspired by spiritual topics focused on
consciousness and the connection to the divine. Her adult career however began in
the entertainment industry in the 1980’ss Caroline worked as Creative Director and
Producer of many large-scale venues and corporate events (Concord Hotels,
Mercedes Benz, Nike, Reebok, IBM), sporting events (NBA All Star with Michael
Jordan & Charles Barkley, NFL half-time show with Joe Montana, The Goodwill
Games with Michael Johnson), musical events (The millennium concert with JeanMichel Jarre) and various events for television networks such as TBS, TNT and CNN
with philanthropist Ted Turner.
Through her intensive travels, Caroline witnessed the deep struggles and pains of
people around the world. Around the year 2000, she began to shift her focus
towards her deeper passion and true calling: helping people navigate through the
healing and awakening processes. In addition to her academic background in
psychology, she created the OMnium University that offers various tools for healing
and consciousness expansion and gradually began working towards making her
vision for a better future and more evolved humanity a reality. Part of this vision
was to fully utilize her past experience in entertainment and the performing arts
and to merge it with healing, spirituality and consciousness expansion.
This vision has finally come to fruition with the creation of OMnium Entertainment,
which supports Caroline’s personal mission to continuously uplift the human spirit
through healing and teaching while using high-end creative and artistic means.
"Transformational entertainment is not just about creating awareness," Caroline
says, "It is also about creating new formats, an innovative presentation style and a
multi-dimensional overall experience." Established in 2012, OMnium Entertainment
already contains a number of deeply profound and transformative media platforms
that will be presented in 360 domes with surround vision and surround sound. It
continues to grow with new products, ideas and inspiration every day.
For more information on Caroline Cory’s work or on OMnium Entertainment, please
visit www.omniummedia.com.

